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Ath Incoming the ultimate all time high tool

By tracking new and current tokens on the ATH

network, this brings with it a whole new agenda and

focuses on the important factors which include but

are not limited to volume and how often a token

breaks its previous all time high.

Everyone in crypto is obsessed with healthy charts

and high volume, bringing all these factors together

Ath Incoming offers services that are unique and

innovative in their delivery but most importantly

sought after. 

How many times have you came across the sentence

'ath incoming' its a name that rings in all crypto

enthusiasts ears, when the climb begins its

everywhere this is where the inspiration came from

and its where our focus as a token shall stand. 

ABOUT



ATH Trending 

New All Time High Notifications

Provides Volume, Percentage To All Time High, MarketCap Data

Allows For Ranking & Advertisement

Records valuable data! more tba

Huge Upgrades & Add Ons To Come!

The AthIncomingBot is a telegram bot used to track a tokens previous,

current and new All Time High data and much more using the power of AI.

Current Key Features of the AthIncomingBot...

The ultimate package for the ultimate investor
ATH TOOLS

ATH INCOMING BOT

Smart Charting By AI 

Auto profit, cut loss 

Outcome Recommendations powered by AI

Portfolio Management 

Risk Analyser 

Trending & Advertisement 

AI Xplorer is a clean and intelligent chart and portfolio management

application which aims to improve on existing DEXs in several ways 

Initial Key Features of AI Xplorer...

AI XPLORER

https://t.me/ATHTRENDING
https://t.me/AthIncomingBot


TOKENOMICS

5% CEX LISTINGS

ATH KEY NFT 

Share of 2% of all volume from $ATH ( paid fortnightly in USDT )

Share of 10% of all ad and trending revenue 

Premium access to AI Xplorer 

Access to Ath VIP chat, be first to know (minimum hold required)

7 days free ad space (every 6 months)

Much more TBA!

Holders of a Ath Key NFT have access to all Ath Incoming has to offer,

being in the elite club aint easy as they are extremely limited and offer

great passive income. 

Key Features of the Ath Key NFT...

TAX SUPPLY

95% LIQUIDITY

5% BUY

5% SELL

NAME ATH INCOMING

SYMBOL $ATH

SUPPLY 1 BILLION

DECIMALS 18

NETWORK ETHEREUM (ERC 20)

MAX WALLET NO LIMIT

MAX TX NO LIMIT

The Important Stuff



The answer is quite simple, with every service provided by Ath

Tools there will be a fee charged. Take a look at the information

below to have more of an understanding on how that will work...

Ath incoming Bot Services...

Ath Trending provides tokens with exposure and in return a place

to attract investors, as the Ath Incoming Bot becomes more and

more used its services will become more sought after and in return

teams will look to purchase trending and ad spaces. In return

20% of all revenue generated will be fed back into the Ath

Incoming Token through buyback and burns. 

Ai Xplorer Services...

Ai Explorer provides investors with never before seen smart

charting by AI, with this comes a set of very useful tools. AI

Xplorer is able to show only whats relevant to users and

understand what will attract a set user by focusing on their

interests and what they tend to invest in, in return keeping

anything not of interest to them out of view. This gives tokens

never before seen targeted advertisement and ensures they are

spending funds in the right place, There is 3 elements where ai

Xplorer will generate revenue and these are as follows... 

 

REVENUE
The key to success

How does Ath Tools benefit the ath incoming token? 



 Trending on web/mobile/app

 Ad Spaces throughout all Ath Tools services

 Paid plans through AI Xplorer to enable premium access

In return 20% of all revenue generated will be fed back into the

Ath Incoming Token through buyback and burns. 

ATH Key NFT Services...

Holders of a ATH Key will have access to all Ath Incoming has to

offer, from premium access to AI Xplorer, to being given free ad

spaces just for holding. Most importantly the passive income

holders will receive, this includes 2% overall volume from all

taxes collected from the Ath incoming Token plus 10% of all

revenue generated from all Ath Tools services. holding a ath key

is extremely lucrative, Please take a look at the example below...

For example 5m in volume fortnightly for the Ath Incoming Token

with over 250 NFT keys minted would provide a holder of 1 key

$400. 

In regards to Ath tools revenue, if we generate only 50% of our

closest competitors yearly revenue which is $7,500,000 each key

holder would generate $3000. 

Holding a ATH Key as can be seen provides holders with great

passive income and much more. 

 



Taking a look into the potential revenue Ath Incoming Token can

generate is eye opening, not only for the token but also for its

investors and users of its services. 

Take a look below to understand how revenue will be split and

how much potential Ath Incoming truly has.

 

10% ATH KEY HOLDERS

20% ATH BUYBACK & BURNS 

10% Development

60% Marketing, administration

Taking a look into our closest competitor who generate around

$15,000,000 in revenue a year, you can see how lucrative Ath Tools

will become for its investors / users. Feeding back into the Ath

Incoming Token is key to its success, offering something unique and

above all focused is vital and as a team we have all the tools

required to climb to the top. 

 



Q1 2023
Ath Incoming Bot Release

Ath Key NFT Pre Order
Stealth Launch

Initial Tier 3 Marketing
Community Build

Ath Key NFT Launch
Ath Incoming Bot Major Upgrade

CEX Listing
CoinGecko Listing

CoinMarketCap Listing
 

Q2 2023
AI Xplorer Release

Major Partnerships
Tier 1 Marketing Campaign 

major upgrades + implementations

Q3 2023
Further Ath Incoming Bot Upgrades

CEX Listing
AI Xplorer Major Upgrade

Testing new implementations
Further expansion research

Q4 2023 
V2 White Paper Release

Continous

ROADMAP
The Climb Ahead



TEAM
The cLIMBERS

CEO - LINT

Lint is in charge of executing strategy, allocating spending and overseeing all members
of the team. He has a real passion for travel and always puts people first. He is based
in the United Kingdom and has over 6 years of managerial experience in and outside of
the crypto space. 

CFO - D'NGINEER

DNgineer is responsible for tracking cash flow and analysing overall financial
strengths and weaknesses and proposing strategic directions. He is based in Austria
and has over 12 years experience as a structural engineer managing projects in the
hundreds of millions, some say he is mean but he just takes his job seriously is all.

CM - Michael 

Michael is responsible for managing and handling communications in both directions,
he is involved in various activities such as communications, PR, social media, events,
and content creation. He is based in the United Kingdom (Southend) and has over 25
years experience in managing teams of over 200 people, loves to ride his horses and as
a side hobby where he trades gold and silver.

CM - Baby Shark

Baby Shark works side by side with Michael and is responsible for managing and
handling communications in both directions, he is involved in various activities such
as communications, PR, social media, events, and content creation. He is based in the
United States and has a real passion for making things. He once built a machine to
create soap and received a handsome reward from a leading company for doing so. 

Lee has an understanding of the web development process from inception to
deployment. He has a great understanding of industry trends and the newest software
programs and languages. In addition to the technical skills, he has excellent problem-
solving skills and flexibility due to the ever changing space. He is from Canada and has
over 30 years experience, he loves to take his children to theme parks and experiencing
every spare moment with them. 

Lee - Front End

http://t.me/HawksAdvocate
http://t.me/HawksAdvocate
https://t.me/DNgineer
https://t.me/donald_trumps
https://t.me/donald_trumps
https://t.me/donald_trumps
https://t.me/BabySharkETH
https://t.me/BabySharkETH


THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME 

CONTACT
Follow us and keep up to date 

@ATHINCOMINGBOT 

@ATHINCOMING

ATHINCOMING.COM

SUPPORT@ATHINCOMING.COM


